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This study sheds light on the work of the evangelical scientists who sought to bridge the cultural divide Christianity and
evolutionary theory. In the well-known Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925, famously portrayed in the film and play Inherit the Wind,
William Jennings Bryan’s clashed with defense attorney Clarence Darrow. The drama, pitting fundamentalist fervor against
aggressive agnosticism, illustrated what current scholars call the conflict thesis. Regardless of the actual legal question of the trial,
it appeared as though Christianity and science were at war with each other. Decades later, a new generation of evangelical
scientists struggled to restore peace. After the Monkey Trial is the compelling history of those evangelical scientists in Britain and
America who, unlike their fundamentalist cousins, supported mainstream scientific conclusions of the world and resisted the antiscience impulses of the era. Christopher M. Rios focuses on two organizations, the American Scientific Affiliation and the
Research Scientists’ Christian Fellowship (today Christians in Science), who for more than six decades have worked to reshape
evangelical engagement with science and redefine what it means to be a creationist.
The sub-title of this symposium is accurate and, in a curious way, promises more than it states: Classical Physicist, Modem
Philosopher. Heinrich Hertz, as the con summate experimentalist of 19th century technique and as brilliant clarifying critic of
physical theory of his time, achieved one of the fulfilments but at the same time opened one of the transition points of classical
physics. Thus, in his 'popular' lecture 'On the Relations Between Light and Electricity' at Heidelberg in the Fall of 1889, Hertz
identified the ether as henceforth the most fundamental problem of physics, as the conceptual mystery but also the key to
understanding mass, electric ity, and gravity. Of Hertz's demonstration of electric waves, Helmholtz told the Physical Society of
Berlin: "Gentlemen! I have to communicate to you today the most important physical discovery of the century. " Hertz,
philosophizing in his direct, lucid, pithy style, once wrote "We have to imagine". Perhaps this is metaphysics on the horizon? In the
early pages of his Principles of Mechanics, we read A doubt which makes an impression on our mind cannot be removed by
calling it metaphysical: every thoughtful mind as such has needs which scientific men are accustomed to denote as metaphysical.
(PM23) And at another place, concerning the terms 'force' and 'electricity' and the alleged mystery of their natures, Hertz wrote:
We have an obscure feeling of this and want to have things cleared up.
This authoritative and enlightening book focuses on fundamental questions such as what is innovation, who is it relevant for, what
are the effects, and what is the role of (innovation) policy in supporting innovation-diffusion? The first two sections present a
comprehensive overview of our current knowledge on the phenomenon and analyse how this knowledge (and the scholarly
community underpinning it) has evolved towards its present state. The third part explores the role of innovation for growth and
development, while section four is concerned with the national innovation system and the role of (innovation) policy in influencing
its dynamics and responding to the important challenges facing contemporary societies.
An innovative study of books and reading that focuses on papermaking in the Renaissance In The Nature of the Page, Joshua Calhoun tells
the story of handmade paper in Renaissance England and beyond. For most of the history of printing, paper was made primarily from
recycled rags, so this is a story about using old clothes to tell new stories, about plants used to make clothes, and about plants that frustrated
papermakers' best attempts to replace scarce natural resources with abundant ones. Because plants, like humans, are susceptible to the
ravages of time, it is also a story of corruption and the hope that we can preserve the things we love from decay. Combining environmental
and bibliographical research with deft literary analysis, Calhoun reveals how much we have left to discover in familiar texts. He describes the
transformation of plant material into a sheet of paper, details how ecological availability or scarcity influenced literary output in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and examines the impact of the various colors and qualities of paper on early modern reading practices. Through
a discussion of sizing—the mixture used to coat the surface of paper so that ink would not blot into its fibers—he reveals a surprising textual
interaction between animals and readers. He shows how we might read an indistinct stain on the page of an early modern book to better
understand the mixed media surfaces on which readers, writers, and printers recorded and revised history. Lastly, Calhoun considers how
early modern writers imagined paper decay and how modern scholars grapple with biodeterioration today. Exploring the poetic interplay
between human ideas and the plant, animal, and mineral forms through which they are mediated, The Nature of the Page prompts readers to
reconsider the role of the natural world in everything from old books to new smartphones.
In 2012, Australia took the major step of introducing a carbon price, involving the creation of a system of emissions permits initially issued at a
fixed price. Carbon Pricing brings together experts instrumental in the development, and operation, of A
Anglo-European Science and the Rhetoric of Empire presents the recorded facts of alleged medical use of opium in colonial India and British
examination and the ultimate acceptance of this practice. Placing the opium controversy in its broad context, the book sheds light on British
diplomatic methods for prolonging colonial rule.

Keeping Women in Science examines the careers of women and men at a large Australian research institute and the
challenges that women with or without children experience, often resulting from direct and indirect discrimination and
being positioned as outsiders. The research found a huge generational change between the Baby Boomers—the current
science leaders—and Gen X and Gen Ys. Younger women and men reject the traditional model of a successful
scientist—a single male for whom science is like a religious vocation. Instead, they seek new models for doing science
that support dual careers, work flexibility and work-life balance.
Weve had 20 years of government-level conferences at Kyoto, Copenhagen and Cancun, but greenhouse gas emissions
continue to rise. Taking a cosmopolitan approach to climate change in this excellent and timely book, Paul Harris and his
contributors argue that citizen action is an essential complement to state action. The challenging, unsettling and
absolutely vital argument of these high quality essays is that distance makes no moral difference in our globalised world;
individual high emitters have a duty to reduce their emissions, wherever they are. - Andrew Dobson, Keele, University,
UK This collection of provocative essays re-evaluates the worlds failed policy responses to climate change, in the
process demonstrating how cosmopolitan ethics can inform global environmental governance. A cosmopolitan worldview
points to climate-related policies that are less international and more global. From a cosmopolitan perspective, national
borders should not delineate obligations and responsibilities associated with climate change. Human beings, rather than
the narrow interests of nation-states, ought to be at the centre of moral calculations and policy responses to climate
change. In this volume, expert contributors examine questions of individual and global responsibility, burden sharing
among people and states, international law and environmental justice, capitalism and voluntary action, pluralist
cooperation and hegemony, and alternative approaches to climate action and diplomacy. The book helps to illuminate
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new principles for global environmental policy that can come from cosmopolitan conceptions of climate change.
When the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957, thousands of ordinary people across the globe seized the opportunity to
participate in the start of the Space Age. Known as the "Moonwatchers," these largely forgotten citizen-scientists helped
professional astronomers by providing critical and otherwise unavailable information about the first satellites. In Keep
Watching the Skies!, Patrick McCray tells the story of this network of pioneers who, fueled by civic pride and exhilarated
by space exploration, took part in the twentieth century's biggest scientific endeavor. Around the world, thousands of
teenagers, homemakers, teachers, amateur astronomers, and other citizens joined Moonwatch teams. Despite their
diverse backgrounds and nationalities, they shared a remarkable faith in the transformative power of science--a faith
inspired by the Cold War culture in which they lived. Against the backdrop of the space race and technological
advancement, ordinary people developed an unprecedented desire to contribute to scientific knowledge and to
investigate their place in the cosmos. Using homemade telescopes and other gadgets, Moonwatchers witnessed
firsthand the astonishing beginning of the Space Age. In the process, these amateur scientists organized themselves into
a worldwide network of satellite spotters that still exists today. Drawing on previously unexamined letters, photos,
scrapbooks, and interviews, Keep Watching the Skies! recreates a pivotal event from a perspective never before
examined--that of ordinary people who leaped at a chance to take part in the excitement of space exploration.
Physical Science Paper 1 & 2 (June Papers)M.C.E. & G.C.E. Model AnswersPhysical Science, Paper[s] 1 & 2GCE
June/December 1969-1979Speculative TruthHenry Cavendish, Natural Philosophy, and the Rise of Modern Theoretical
ScienceOxford University Press
With a never-before published paper by Lord Henry Cavendish, as well as a biography on him, this book offers a
fascinating discourse on the rise of scientific attitudes and ways of knowing. A pioneering British physicist in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, Cavendish was widely considered to be the first full-time scientist in the modern sense. Through
the lens of this unique thinker and writer, this book is about the birth of modern science.
10 YEAR-WISE CTET Paper 2 (Social Science/ Studies) Solved Papers (2011 - 2018) - English Edition contains Past 10
Solved Papers of the CTET exam. The past CTET Solved papers included are : June 2011, Jan & Nov 2012, July 2013,
Feb & Sep 2014, Feb & Sep 2015 and Feb & Sep 2016 Papers. The languages covered in the tests are English (1st
language) and Hindi (2nd language).
Fred Hoyle was one of the most widely acclaimed and colourful scientists of the twentieth century, a down-to-earth Yorkshireman
who combined a brilliant scientific mind with a relish for communication and controversy. Best known for his steady-state theory of
cosmology, he described a universe with both an infinite past and an infinite future. He coined the phrase 'big bang' to describe the
main competing theory, and sustained a long-running, sometimes ill-tempered, and typically public debate with his scientific rivals.
He showed how the elements are formed by nuclear reactions inside stars, and explained how we are therefore all formed from
stardust. He also claimed that diseases fall from the sky, attacked Darwinism, and branded the famous fossil of the feathered
Archaeopteryx a fake. Throughout his career, Hoyle played a major role in the popularization of science. Through his radio
broadcasts and his highly successful science fiction novels he became a household name, though his outspokenness and support
for increasingly outlandish causes later in life at times antagonized the scientific community. Jane Gregory builds up a vivid picture
of Hoyle's role in the ideas, the organization, and the popularization of astronomy in post-war Britain, and provides a fascinating
examination of the relationship between a maverick scientist, the scientific establishment, and the public. Through the life of Hoyle,
this book chronicles the triumphs, jealousies, rewards, and feuds of a rapidly developing scientific field, in a narrative animated by
a cast of colourful astronomers, keeping secrets, losing their tempers, and building their careers here on Earth while contemplating
the nature of the stars.
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